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Abstract
Electric field effects on water interfacial properties abound, ranging from electrochemical
cells to nanofluidic devices to membrane ion channels. On the nanoscale, spontaneous orientational polarization of water couples with field alignment, resulting in an asymmetric wetting
behavior of opposing surfaces – a field-induced analog of a chemically generated Janus interface. Using atomistic simulations, we uncover a new and significant field polarity (sign)
dependence of the dipolar-orientation polarization dynamics in the hydration layer. Applying
electric fields across a nanoparticle, or a nanopore, can lead to close to two orders of magnitude
difference in response times of water polarization at opposite surfaces. Typical time scales are
�
�
within the O 10−1 to O (10) picosecond regime. Temporal response to the field change also
reveals strong coupling between local polarization and interfacial density relaxations, leading
to a nonexponential and in some cases, nonmonotonic response. This work highlights the surprisingly strong asymmetry between reorientational dynamics at surfaces with incoming and
outgoing fields, which is even more pronounced than the asymmetry in static properties of a
field-induced Janus interface.

Introduction
Trends towards miniaturization over the last decades and the recent advent of nanotechnology have
provided new challenges for researchers in materials science, engineering, and biomimetic chemistry. Reducing the size of the system enables the integration of many processes into a single
device, increasing performance and productivity. The high surface-to-volume ratio in nanodevices
makes the control and functionalization of surfaces a dominating factor in their design. A promising technique to modify the interfacial characteristics is electrowetting, 1 which has already been
exploited in numerous applications, e.g. in microfluidics, ink-jet printing, or electric control of optical properties. 2–8 Switching from hydrophobic to hydrophilic states via electrowetting has also
been suggested as a mechanism for voltage-gated water and ion flow through nanochannels. 9–11
Furthermore, the interplay between electromagnetic fields and nanoscopic water layers and their
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manipulation is discussed in the medical sciences as a factor in photobiomodulation, also known
as low-level laser therapy. 12,13
The basic thermodynamic theory of electrowetting predicts a reduction in contact angle θc , 1,2
and an increase in pressure and density 14 upon application of an electric field, depending only
on the strength of the field. Concepts of macroscopic surface thermodynamics are, however, not
sufficient to describe new phenomena observed at the nanoscale and experiments become increasingly challenging. 15 Atomistic simulations, on the other hand, are ideally suited for studies in
the nanoscale regime. 16 Using this approach, we have shown that, when surface-to-bulk fractions
are high enough, electrowetting in a nanopore depends on field direction and polarity. 17 A fieldinduced crossover from drying to wetting behavior is a general feature in hydrophobic nanopores,
but will occur at lower field strengths when the field is aligned parallel to the interface rather
than perpendicular. 17–19 In an electric field E perpendicular to the interface, spontaneous orientational polarization of water, associated with interfacial hydrogen bonding, competes with the
field alignment (measured in terms of the field-induced overall dipole moment M), resulting in an
asymmetric behavior of opposing surfaces. Wetting ability is quantified in terms of wetting free
energy ∆γ = γsl − γsv = γ cos θc , where γαβ denotes the interfacial free energy between phases α
and β , and subscripts s, l, and v refer to the solid, liquid, and vapor phase, respectively. Since
water is easier to polarize along the outgoing (Eout ) than the incoming field (Ein ), the reduction
of the wetting free energy, which is dominated by the term −E · M, is bigger for the field with
outgoing direction, and ∆γ (Eout ) < ∆γ (Ein ). By carefully tuning the field strength, a Janus interface 20 emerges, 16–19 with water favorably attracted to one surface (hydrophilic), but abhorred on
the other (hydrophobic). Thus, in a chemically uniform system a wetting asymmetry is induced
solely by applying an electric field. 16–19
These observations suggest a general way to control electrowetting in nanoporous materials,
with main determinants being not only field strength but also its direction and polarity. Recently,
excellent reports have been published on changing the macroscopic water contact angle by altering the surface polarity or morphology by various methods. 21–23 The slow switching time (hours
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or days) 21 and hysteresis, 22 however, pose current experimental challenges. Switchable wettability/hydrophobicity 24,25 due to electrowetting suggests an exciting alternative. For faster actuation,
descent to nanoscale is an essential advantage with a promise of immediate, hysteresis-free response.
In general, the response to the change in applied field can take place in two partially overlapping stages characterized by distinct time scales. The first stage involves water polarization and
concomitant change in the interfacial free energy. Depending on the system in question, this stage
can be followed by a slower process of solvent transfer toward a new equilibrium state associated
e.g. with a change in droplet spreading, nanopore wetting, electrostriction, or nanoparticle reorientation. 16,26 In this article, we focus on the initial stage involving fast dynamics of interfacial
polarization, and local density adjustments in response to the imposition of the field. Wile dielectric response of water includes significant quadrupolar and higher multipole contributions to the
overall polarization, 27 we concentrate on the dipole-orientation contribution. We do not address
weak electronic-polarization effects in this study. Our results for interfacial water emphasize a
remarkable dependence of the polarization dynamics on the direction of the field. In a window of
applied field strengths, dielectric relaxation at the interface can be over 25 times faster than in the
bulk aqueous phase.
Since a field-induced Janus interface can only be obtained when walls are initially hydrophobic, we concentrate on this situation. Nanoelectrowetting will, however, generally depend on field
direction. We therefore include molecular simulation results for polarization dynamics in confinements between hydrophilic walls in the Supporting Information (SI). By doing so, we uncover the
pronounced asymmetry in polarization dynamics even when static properties do not show Janus
behavior.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. After describing the models and systems,
we discuss how the competition between orientational preferences and field alignment leads to the
polarity dependence of static and dynamic quantities of interfacial water. We study dipole angle
distributions, fluctuation dynamics of interfacial water polarization, and the dynamic response to
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the imposition of the field. We show additional data in support of our conclusions in the SI. Finally,
we summarize our findings and outline future work.

Models and Methods
Our model system consists of a slab of 839 water molecules, confined between two parallel walls
structured like a graphite bilayer and separated by a distance D = 28.6 Å (Figure 1). This distance
has been found sufficient to secure convergence with respect to D for interfacial properties we
study. 17,19 The walls consist of 767 carbon-like atoms, which are held at fixed positions during the
simulation.

Figure 1: Random snapshot of the system without an electric field. Applying periodic boundary
conditions renders confinement walls twice as thick (bilayer of graphene).
Water–wall interactions were taken from Werder et al., 28 corresponding to microscopic contact
angles 29–31 of either 128◦ , or 70◦ . In the present text, we refer to the former as hydrophobic and
the latter as hydrophilic. Note that we only consider systems where both walls are chemically
equal. Asymmetries arise only after imposition of the electric field.
Water molecules are described by the extended simple point charge (SPC/E) model, 32 which
has already been used successfully in similar studies. 16–19,26,33,34 We note that the choice of a particular force field may introduce some quantitative differences in orientational preferences of water
5

near interfaces, but angle preferences due to anisotropic hydrogen bond interactions are a common
and well-reproducible feature in a variety of models including ST2, 35 TIP4P, 36 and SPC/E. 31 The
application of electric fields may suggest the use of electronically polarizable, and possibly reactive
force fields to account for electronic polarization and dissociation due to electric fields. However,
fields of up to 0.1 V Å−1 do not significantly polarize water molecules, 37 and cannot decompose
them when the flow of electric current is prevented. 38 With all components of molecular polarizability of water close to 1.5 Å3 , 39 the above fields can induce a change in dipole moment of water
only up to 0.2 %. According to recent studies, only fields exceeding the dissociation threshold of
∼ 0.3 V Å−1 are able to significantly dissociate water molecules. 40,41 Although Liu et al. observed

interesting effects of molecular polarizability on aqueous interfacial diffusion, 42 we note that translation is not directly coupled to the rapid polarization response we study. The water model we use
also quantitatively affects the Debye relaxation time τD , which is related to the correlation time
�
�
τM of the collective dipole moment relaxation function �M (t) · M (0)� / M 2 (0) . 43–45 The equality holds if Ewald summation with conducting boundary conditions is used; for non-conducting
boundary conditions or a different treatment of long-range electrostatic interactions, however, τM
needs to be scaled appropriately. 44,45 Literature values for τD range between 5 and 10 ps for SPC/E
water depending on the simulation methodology. 45–48
Molecular dynamics simulations are performed in the canonical ensemble at T = 300 K using
the LAMMPS package. 49 Lennard–Jones interactions and real-space Coulomb forces are cut off
beyond 11 Å. Thermostating is achieved by a Nosé–Hoover thermostat with a 100 fs time constant.
The simulation box is a rectangular prism with edges Lx = 31.9 Å, Ly = 31.2 Å, and Lz = 31.9 Å.
Periodic boundary conditions are applied in all three dimensions. Equilibrated systems are typically simulated for ∼ 16.8 ns with a 1 fs time step. Electric fields E of selected input strengths in
the range from 0.01 to 0.1 V Å−1 (E replacing the common notation E0 17,50–52 ) are applied perpendicular to the walls. While the actual fields depend on the position, the fixed values E correspond
to a set of displacement fields 27 , Dz , which (unlike Ez (z)) are independent of the position. Since
we use conducting (“tin foil”) boundary conditions, the actual fields in the bulk-like phase beyond
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∼ 0.5 nm away from the surfaces are close to the input strengths E. The reader is referred to ref. 27
for an in-depth description of the theoretical framework for the dielectric response in terms of the
above field functions, and the results for the distance dependence of Ez (z) in the interfacial layer
in closely related model systems. We follow the IUPAC definition of the dipole moment, where
the vector points from negative to positive charges.

Results and discussion
Orientational preferences and field alignment
It is well known, that the molecular asymmetry, and anisotropic hydrogen bond interactions of
water result in an orientational bias near interfaces. 35,36,53–55 In order to optimize the hydrogen
bond network, water dipoles align almost parallel to the surface, pointing just slightly away, and
leading to spontaneous polarization near the interface. 54 We quantify the dipole contribution to the
interfacial polarization in terms of the total interfacial dipole moment M (t) = ∑N
i µi (t), which is
the sum over all N water dipoles µi in the first hydration layer. We define this layer as the region
between the wall and the first minimum in water density (determined through the density layer
profiles, section SI-1). At two identical, opposing surfaces, and in the absence of an applied field,
the average dipole contributions to polarization �M(t)� will be of the same magnitude, but point in
opposite directions. Consequently, average values of
cos ϕ (t) =

M (t) · ez
,
M (t)

(1)

the cosine of the angle between M (t) and ez , a unit vector perpendicular to the walls, will be
of opposite sign. Figure 2 shows these averages �cos ϕ (t)�. Upon application of perpendicular
external electric field, water dipoles at both walls gradually align with the direction of the field.
Since the initial orientational preferences are opposite, the alignment with the field competes with
the orientational bias if the electric field is incoming (red lines) and water hydrogens are pushed
7

towards the surface, but cooperates with it when the electric field is outgoing (purple lines) and
water hydrogens are turned away from the wall. As a result, the orientational term in polarization
shifts in the direction of the field but remains asymmetric. This asymmetry is shown schematically
on the right-hand side of Figure 2. Sensitivity to the field is gradually diminishing with increasing
field strengths, and saturation seems to occur at fields slightly above 0.1 V Å−1 , but these high field
strengths were not investigated further.

Figure 2: Left: Field dependence of �cos ϕ�, where ϕ is the angle between the overall interfacial
dipole moment and the electric field E parallel to ez , where ez is a unit vector perpendicular to the
interface. Right: Scheme demonstrating the asymmetric behavior of interfacial water molecules
subject to incoming (Ein ) and outgoing (Eout ) fields.
It has been demonstrated in simulations that such a high alignment of water dipoles can be
achieved without serious penalties in hydrogen bond number and free energies, and without distortion of tetrahedral coordination. 34,56–61 We also found no significant change in the local tetrahedral
order parameter 62 and in oxygen triplet distributions 34 in our systems.
We note that the field strength at which incoming fields roughly compensate the angular bias
of the hydrogen bonds at the interface, i.e. where �cos ϕ� ∼ 0, is slightly below 0.03 V Å−1 .

These fields are comparable to fields in ion channels 52 and ionic colloids, 63,64 but are an order of
magnitude weaker than local fluctuating fields present in liquid water and solution. 65 We obtain
very similar results for hydrophilic walls (section SI-2), however, since stronger water–wall interactions must be overcome in hydrophilic systems, a slightly higher field strength is required to
8

achieve similar effects.

Figure 3: Dipole angle distributions p (cos ϕ) for all investigated field strengths and given system
size. Left: incoming fields; right: outgoing fields. The color gradient (blue → yellow → red)
indicates field strengths growing in increments of 0.01 V Å−1 from 0 to 0.1 V Å−1 . Curves are
normalized to unit area. Note the different cos ϕ scales.
To gain a more detailed picture of orientational polarization near the interface we show dipole
angle distributions p (cos ϕ) in the hydrophobic system (Figure 3) and specified system size. The
corresponding figures for the hydrophilic system can be found in section SI-2. The color gradient
(blue → yellow → red) indicates growing field strengths. As already shown by looking at the
average values (Figure 2), distributions are shifted systematically to higher values of cos ϕ with
growing field strengths. The widths of the distributions however, behave differently. For incoming
fields, they decrease until they are narrowest around 0.03 V Å−1 and �cos ϕ� ∼ 0, from where on
they broaden again. For outgoing fields, the distributions broaden monotonically. These qualitative
trends are robust with respect to system size and any variation due to size dependence 45 cancels
out in normalized correlation functions. The restoring force which causes the decay of thermal
fluctuations from the average orientation is strongest in systems with narrowest angle distributions,
as manifested in the dynamic quantities we describe below.
It is important to note that the competition between orientational preferences and field alignment is a pure interfacial phenomenon. As such it becomes important on the nanoscale, where the
fraction of interfacial molecules is significant. The range of surface effects is seen in Figure 4,
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which shows probability distributions pz (cos ϕ) evaluated at different positions z perpendicular to
the interface in the field-free system (left) and under the influence of E = 0.03 V Å−1 (right). Dipole
angle distributions are subject to the aforementioned angle preferences only at small distances from
the interface. They are clearly unbiased in the middle part of the interface, which exhibits bulk-like
behavior. In this domain, orientations are symmetrically distributed around cos ϕ ∼ 0, while they
are visibly shifted within the solvation layers. To maintain the optimal angle relative to the walls
on both sides, the angular shifts at the two walls, measured relative to a normal through the interface as a whole, are of opposite signs. An imposed electric field (Figure 4, right) affects the angle
distributions at all positions, thus bringing the dipole orientations closer to the direction of the
field. Within the interfacial layer on the lower wall, where the field is outgoing, the initially weak
spontaneous orientational polarization is intensified. At the opposite wall, the incoming field tends
to align water dipole against their spontaneous orientation, bringing the net dipole contribution to
the polarization closer to zero. At even stronger fields than the one shown in Figure 4 (right), the
alignment is dominated by the field, resulting in polarization contribution in the direction of the
field on both walls.

Figure 4: Probability distributions pz (cos ϕ) as a function of z, the position perpendicular to the
interfaces. For a given value of z, curves are normalized to unit area. Left: field-free; right:
E = 0.03 V Å−1 .
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Fluctuation dynamics of interfacial water polarization
The asymmetric wetting behavior discussed above reflects the competition between spontaneous
orientational polarization of interfacial water, and alignment along the applied field. As a result,
water density within the first hydration layer is enhanced for incoming fields, but is decreased
for outgoing ones. The changes in the density maxima in the first hydration layer are illustrated
in Figure 5 (see also section SI-1). The observed asymmetry trends illustrated in Fig. S1 agree
qualitatively with the differences between interfacial water density profiles in positive and negative
perpendicular fields, reported in refs. 17,27. The differences in wall materials, imposed conditions,
and field specification preclude a qualitative comparison. As we expect the same competition
to affect polarization dynamics, we explore the influence of the field on the orientational time
correlation function. Reorientation correlations are anisotropic next to surfaces. 55,66,67 For our
purposes the z-component is of greatest interest, because it relates to the dielectric relaxation along
the field direction. Thus we explore the orientational correlation function
Cϕ (t) =

�δ cos ϕ (t)δ cos ϕ (0)�
,
�δ 2 cos ϕ (0)�

(2)

where δ cos ϕ (t) = cos ϕ (t) − �cos ϕ� denotes fluctuations of cos ϕ (t), as defined in Eq. Eq. (1),
around its time average �cos ϕ�. Since the leading electric field contribution to interfacial free
energy is given by the relation
∆E ∆γ ∼ − �EM cos ϕ� /A,

(3)

with ∆E ∆γ denoting the field-induced change in wetting free energy ∆γ and A the surface area,
these time correlation functions describe the dynamic response of the interfacial free energy to
small changes (linear regime) in the electric field.
Figure 6 (left) shows the decay of polarization fluctuations under the influence of an electric field E = 0.03 V Å−1 . As Cϕ (t) describes a collective process that involves multiple coupled
molecular processes, a simple monoexponential decay function should not be expected, which is
indeed the case. All correlation functions exhibit a sharp initial drop for times < 1 ps due to the
11

Figure 5: Maximum water density �ρ�max within the first hydration layer at various incoming fields
Ein (red) and outgoing fields Eout (purple). Lines are to guide the eye.
coupling with fast molecular motions, such as vibrations and rotations (librational motions), and
hydrogen bond dynamics. 68–72 After that the decay seems to be roughly exponential for intermediate times (the exact time interval depends on the field strength), however, significant curvatures
on the semi-log plots can be seen for some curves (e.g. 0.03 V Å−1 , incoming, Figure 6). At large
times, all functions deviate from an exponential decay. It is however hard to accumulate statistically accurate data at long times, so we do not interpret these deviations. Characteristic decay times
for the different systems we consider can be obtained by integration of correlation functions. This
requires fitting the correlation functions by expressions that allow analytic extrapolation to very
long times. In our case, good fits and essentially identical correlation times follow from stretched
exponentials or a linear combinations of three exponential terms. Statistical noise is, however,
considerable as times get longer and we obtain essentially the same decay times but with better
statistics by listing the times at which correlation functions have decayed to 1/e. Without making
specific assumptions regarding the form of the decay, we compare correlation times from both procedures in Figure 6 (right). The qualitative behavior we observe and especially the asymmetries in
response times, are essentially the same no matter how times are determined. Fluctuations in the
field-free system decay to 1/e within 2.0 ps. For comparison, our Debye relaxation time in bulk
H2 O, which is related to the correlation time of Cϕ (t), is 5.4 ps, well within the range of reported
literature values for the same water model. 45–48 The non exponential decay and time scales for
12

Cϕ (t) at the interface differ from the bulk ones for several reasons. First, in field free systems dielectric relaxation is isotropic. For interfacial water on the other hand, Lee and Rossky showed 66
that singling out the vector component perpendicular to the surface results in a faster decay at
hydrophobic surfaces, characterized by weak specific interactions between water protons and the
wall. Our calculations reveal a similar anisotropy. The difference between interfacial and bulk
water dynamics 55,66,73 has also been demonstrated at the liquid/vapor interface. In a comparison
between the reorientation dynamics in a (H2 O)108 -cluster, which contains a significant percentage
of interfacial molecules, and bulk water, Saito and Ohmine showed 73 that the first order collective
orientational relaxation is considerably faster in the cluster than in the bulk. Further, the decay is
not exponential anymore.

Figure 6: Left: Decay of polarization fluctuations in the field-free system (black) and for incoming
(red) and outgoing (purple) fields of strength E = 0.03 V Å−1 . The inset shows the same functions
on a semi-logarithmic scale. Right: Characteristic time scales t1/e of the polarization fluctuation
dynamics (squares, solid lines) and correlation times τ extracted by fitting a sum of three exponentials to correlation functions and subsequent integration (circles, dashed lines). Lines are to guide
the eye.
At the hydrophilic walls, the first order orientational dynamics, characterized in terms of Cϕ (t),
are somewhat slower (3.4 ps, see section SI-3), consistent with other simulations 55,66 and experiments 74 although in those works the second order anisotropy decay is investigated.
Imposition of an electric field results once again in asymmetries between incoming and outgoing fields: Fluctuations decay much faster, within ∼ 0.2 ps, when the electric field points towards
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the surface; their decay is slowed down by close to two orders of magnitude (∼ 6 ps), when the
field points away. As shown in Figure 6 (right) the fastest decay of polarization fluctuations is
observed at incoming field strengths around 0.03 V Å−1 , i.e. when the competition between orientational preferences and field alignment results in negligible water polarization. As illustrated in
Figure 3 (left), this situation, achieved only in relatively weak incoming field, is characterized by
the narrowest probability distribution over the angle of dipole alignment. On the wall, where the
field is outgoing, on the other hand, the distribution over the angle monotonously broadens with
strengthening the field. The restoring force causing the decay of eventual fluctuations from the
average orientations is strongest at narrow angle distributions, hence the decay time monotonically
increases in the layer under the outgoing field but passes through a minimum when the field is incoming. Past the minimum, the time scales get slower with increasing field on both surfaces. The
asymmetries between incoming and outgoing field persist however, and we observe pronounced
differences in decay rates even in our highest investigated field.
These findings resemble the results of recent molecular dynamics simulations 75 of Debenedetti
and co-workers, where the authors investigated water in nanoscale confinement between β -cristobalite.
By varying the surface electric charge through a linear scaling factor k ∈ [0, 1], which is similar
to increasing an applied electric field, they observed a nonmonotonic dependence of both orientational and translational dynamics on k. A minimum in the relaxation times of the single molecule
dipole time correlation function was found at about 60 % of the final charge, k = 0.6. It is plausible
that both the behavior we illustrated in Figure 6 (right) and that reported in ref 75 have a common
explanation in the balance between the angular bias due to hydrogen bonding and alignment by local electric field: In the state where the field balances the angle preferences of water, dipoles appear
to orient least freely as angular distributions are narrowest in the vicinity of parallel dipole–wall
orientation.
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Dynamic response to the imposition of the field
Since the response of the system to our high electric fields is nonlinear (Figure 2), the time correlation functions presented in the previous section cannot be used to directly extract surface tension
actuations rates via relation (Eq. Eq. (3)). Therefore we investigate the relaxation of cos ϕ (t) to its
equilibrium value after switching the field from off to on. We calculate
R (t) =

δ cos ϕ (t)
δ cos ϕ (0)

,

(4)

where δ cos ϕ (t) denotes the mean deviation of cos ϕ (t) from its equilibrium value under the influence of the field, and the time origin t = 0 is set at the time of the imposition of the field E.
Overlined quantities denote averages over 1800 independent trajectories. Once again, for comparison purposes we estimate characteristic time scales in terms of the times where R (t) = 1/e
(Figure 7).

Figure 7: Relaxation of the dipolar-orientation polarization to its equilibrium value after switching
the electric field from off to on. Field strengths are 0.03 (blue), 0.06 (yellow), and 0.09 V Å−1
(red). Left: incoming fields; right: outgoing fields.
In analogy with fluctuation dynamics (Eq. Eq. (2)), significant asymmetries arise between incoming and outgoing electric fields. Relaxation times decrease from 0.7 ps under the influence of
an incoming electric field of 0.03 V Å−1 to 0.3 ps at 0.09 V Å−1 . Under the influence of outgoing
fields, these times are of the order of 0.1ps and do not vary significantly with field strength. Re15

laxation times which we observe at these conditions are well below hydrogen bond lifetimes, 68–71
indicating that orientational ordering occurs without significant breaking of interfacial hydrogen
bonds. This observation is consistent with reported resilience of the hydrogen bond network, which
has been found surprisingly robust with respect to dielectric polarization. 34,56–61 What the above
time scales do not reflect however, is the long time behavior of the relaxation functions. All curves
for outgoing fields show a negative well starting at ∼ 1.5 ps and ending at ∼ 13 ps (section SI-3).
This behavior is likely related to the adjustment of local density to the change of electric field,
which we investigate in detail in section SI-4. Here, we will only summarize the main findings
that are important to understand the effects in Figure 7. We study density fluctuation dynamics
in the first hydration layer by calculating CN (t) ∝ �δ N (t) δ N (0)�, where δ N (t) denotes the deviation of the number of molecules within the first hydration layer N from its time average �N�.
Density relaxes independently of the field direction within time scales of ∼ 1.2 ps, which is an
order of magnitude slower than the response of polarization for outgoing fields (0.1 ps). When the
electric field is switched on, the dipolar-orientation polarization overshoots, as it initially relaxes
at the lower density corresponding to the absence of the field. As the density increases toward its
equilibrium value, polarization retracts more slowly. The density adjustment is almost complete
after ∼ 10 ps (section SI-1), which coincides with the end of the negative well shown in Figure S9.
The disparity between the timescales of orientational and density relaxations is most prominent in
the relatively weak field E = 0.03 V Å−1 . Further, saturation effects in both the polarization (Figure 2) and density (Figure 5) reduce the relative sensitivity in stronger fields. Hence the negative
minimum is most pronounced in weaker field.
The above mechanism has a smaller and opposite effect in incoming fields, which induce density depletion somewhat smaller than the density rise in the outgoing field (section SI-1). Since
local density is decreased in this case, orientational polarization adjusts first to the higher density
corresponding to zero field. Once density decreases to its equilibrium value, polarization follows.
Retardations of similar magnitudes as the negative wells in outgoing fields are expected, this time
however, in the positive direction (consistent with the data in Figure 7).
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Concluding remarks and outlook
The competition between orientational polarization of water near interfaces and alignment of water
dipoles with applied electric fields can result in distinctly different wetting behaviors of opposing
surfaces, which we describe as a field-induced Janus interface. We investigated the local dynamics
at such a Janus interface, which are an important criterion in the design of electro-switchable,
fast response nanofluidic devices and may shed light on the function of biological voltage-gated
channels.
Our Molecular Dynamics calculations uncovered a new and significant polarity dependence of
the orientational time correlation function for interfacial water: when the electric field balances
the angle preferences of water, dipoles can reorient least freely and relaxation times go through a
minimum. Angle distributions are narrowest, indicating the biggest restoring force at these conditions. Only when the electric field is incoming do angle preferences and field alignment compete.
When the electric field is outgoing, both effects cooperate resulting in monotonously increasing
relaxation times; thus the asymmetric behavior at opposite confinement walls. The difference in
�
�
response times is significant, with typical times in the O 10−1 to O (10) picosecond regime. The
peculiarly fast dynamics, achieved in a window of strengths of incoming electric field should reduce THz impedance of an aqueous nanofilm well below the value expected from bulk properties
of water, a feature potentially detectable in dielectric spectroscopy experiments. 76,77
While dielectric relaxation in bulk water decays monoexponentially, except for very short
times, with an experimental relaxation time of ∼ 8 ps, 78,79 the interfacial relaxation functions
show more complex behavior indicative of an interplay of molecular mechanisms. Competing effects of the field and spontaneous dipole alignments also explain the non monotonic dependence of
orientational relaxation rates on the strength of the applied incoming field, a feature that can shed
light on recent observations of a nonmonotonic change in water reorientation rate as a function of
increasing solute polarity. 55,75 The existing analogy suggests the possibility of transitory tuning
of interfacial dynamics by optimizing the external field as an alternative to permanent modulation
that can be achieved by controlled chemical modification.
17

We also investigated hydration layer density dynamics, which are not affected by either field
strength, or field direction. Typical response times to all fields are ∼ 1.2 ps. Density does however
couple strongly to local polarization, as revealed by the temporal response of the system to electric
fields. It will be interesting to see whether the dynamic response in polarization couples to hydrogen bond dynamics 42,80,81 as we have demonstrated to be the case for equilibrium values, 17,18 a
question we will address in future work.
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